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About This Game

Glider Island VR is a skill based hang gliding game where your objective is to collect as many hoops as you can within 10
minutes. You must keep airborne by using your rocket booster attached to your glider! You can add rocket fuel by flying

through the blue spirals randomly placed around each map. You must plot your coarse carefully and watch out for the obstacles
each map throws your way. You have limited booster so be careful with how much you use and when you choose to collect the

blue spirals!

Monthly Tournaments

Each month we host a tournament and the top winners will receive Amazon Gift Cards. Keep track of your scores on the in-
game leaderboards and online here http://www.5drealities.com/Leaderboards.aspx

Beautiful Maps and Scenery

There are 3 maps and each map comes with unique scenery, soundtrack and surprise event. All maps now unlocked on purchase.
The first map is Forest Island with 150 hoops and every two minutes a thunderstorm occurs and you must fight the wind. The
second map is Volcano Island with 175 hoops and every two minutes a Volcano erupts and you must dodge lava bombs! The

Last Island is Desert Island with 200 hoops and every two minutes a Dust Storm occurs and you must fly with limited visibility
and wind. We are constantly updating the game so expect the scenery to be updated often.

Multiple Control Methods
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There are two main ways to control the glider. VR Hand Controllers or VR Head Movement. Each has their own perks. Hand
Controls allow for more precision flying but causes your arms to get tired where Head Controls is more intuitive and causes less

motion sickness. We also support flying with the Xbox controller or Mouse/ Keyboard if you are so inclined to used those as
well.

VR Arcade Ready!

We support Arcades! If you own a location based arcade you can licence Glider Island via Springboard, SynthesisVR, Viveport,
or through Steam Site Licensing Program.
Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR

Available for Arcades on SythesisVR

BONUS*: FREE ACCESS to Glider Sim Prototype! This is a much more simulated hang glider experience also developed by
5D Realities. It is a work in progress and will most likely be our next VR title on steam. You can learn more here:

http://steamcommunity.com/games/500110/announcements/detail/563351089224178004
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Title: Glider Island
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Joey Sipos
Publisher:
5D Realities
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E6600 or AMD Phenom™ X3 8750 processor or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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Cant play it. Comp freezes everytime, after anywhere form 6 to a dz turns.. A interesting puzzle game.. I do recommend even
though it has its bugs. Obviously it's in early access so it's going to have its bugs and the creators say it again before the game
starts so that's a good thing. The english for this game is actually decent so i did not have a problem understanding.
The game play itself is amazing and jumpscares are pretty good.I really enjoyed the story so far.
If you want to check out my first part here's the link!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/OIbcNHYnATA. contorls are quite confusing for starters... and I can't even customize my own control
button(s)
gameplay itself... feels like megaman or some sort... quite fun.. overall i rate 6/10. NO, TOO MANY FLIGHT ISSUES, CANT
GET IT TO ADJ TO NEW EXPENSIVE FLIGHT CONTORLER.
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I have never played Mahjong before, but this game got me into it. Decent tutorial too. Mediocre music, very nice backgrounds,
great graphics, nice sound effects, and overall very enjoyable Mahjong game. On a downside, sometimes you are required to use
special powers to complete a map (and you have limited "powers", which are saved from map to map, so you can actually lock
yourself out if you overuse it), and there are boss fights, which are a different kind of game - rare, but still, I'm not running a
mahjong game to play something else. Not sure if I'd recommend it for the full price, but on a sale it's a good game to get,
especially if you want to learn Mahjong but are too lazy to read how to play the game.

I'll probably abandon it after a few hours of a gameplay, but it's still alright and I finally learnt how to play Mahjong.. I've been
meaning to make a review of this gem for some time, though I must make it clear that my Steam play time bears no indication
as to the amount of time I’ve actually spent on it; my experience deriving from the physical copy of the game.

Insofar as the WWII era and the Tibetan locations upon which the game is set, Lost Horizon is roughly based on James Hilton's
novel of the same name though here represented by Fenton Paddock - a former British military officer who's been tasked with
investigating the disappearance of a British detachment originally posted within the Tibetan wilderness as a means of repelling
the Nazi German advance.

Very soon thereafter the journey takes the player around the globe, admiring the sights of such locations as Hong Kong,
Morocco and even the heart of Germany itself.

Graphics: By today's standards the graphics are nothing special, though I should point out that they have a certain charm and
vibrancy about them that adds to the uniqueness as well as the ‘buoyancy’ of the game (something I’ll extrapolate on later).

Sound: The ambient sounds and music are adequate while the voice acting is for the most part acceptable. There's nothing that
really makes the game stand out in this department however.

Gameplay: While Lost Horizon uses typical point and click mechanics, the puzzles can be said to lean more toward the
‘mainstream’ player in that they are not very taxing and are generally very easy. This is further compounded by a distinct lack of
depth with regards to the player’s ability (or rather inability in this case) to interact with many things throughout the various
scenes.

Narrative: This is where the game really excels, in that it has created its very own take based upon James Hilton's original
narrative template. What initially appears to be a clichéd WWII adventure offering, eventually culminates with an adventure
game whose ending is worthy enough that even James Hilton himself would have been proud to have been associated. Indeed it's
this clichéd setting that enables Animation Arts to flash their own creative muscle via personal artistic license, that seals the deal
for me personally.

In conclusion then, Lost Horizon is a fun little gem of a game that uses established clichés in an intelligent way, by creating its
very own story upon which Tibetan mysticism (which exists even today) runs central. This together with the buoyancy of its
aesthetic offering makes it, much like a flower in bloom, an experience to truly savour.. Better than madden 08 10\/10. Give it a
try. And get hooked. Excellent filler up. Best match-3 experience for me besides puzzlequest. And believe me, you need those
extra power ups from your city. There 's no constant ideal mix of weapons, magic and soldiers. You need to adapt your
inventory for the different challenges. Good game, great fun. Nobody pays me to write this.. This is a nice little visual novel
with yuri romances. There are two routes you can go on, which one of the first choices will decide the path you go down. From
there, there are good endings and bad endings. With the free patch, those good endings include a bit of... explicit action.

Fully recommend.
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